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Histone deacetylases (HDACs) are a family of chromatin remodeling enzymes that restrict access of transcription factors to

the DNA, thereby repressing gene expression. In contrast, histone acetyltransferases (HATs) relax the chromatin structure

allowing for an active chromatin state and promoting gene transcription. Accumulating data have demonstrated a crucial

function for histone acetylation and histone deacetylation in regulating the cellular and behavioral mechanisms underlying

synaptic plasticity and learning and memory. In trying to delineate the roles of individual HDACs, genetic tools have been

used to manipulate HDAC expression in rodents, uncovering distinct contributions of individual HDACs in regulating the

processes of memory formation. Moreover, recent findings have suggested an important role for HDAC inhibitors in en-

hancing learning and memory processes as well as ameliorating symptoms related to neurodegenerative diseases. In this

review, we focus on the role of HDACs in learning and memory, as well as significant data emerging from the field in

support of HDAC inhibitors as potential therapeutic targets for the treatment of cognitive disorders.

Epigenetics is a complex process that regulates changes in gene
expression via mechanisms other than alterations in the DNA se-
quence. These modifications can promote stable and long-lasting
changes to chromatin structure, therefore regulating transcrip-
tional activation states in cells. Epigenetic processes can work
although molecular modifications of the DNA such as DNA meth-
ylation, or modifications of the histone core as is seen in processes
including but not limited to acetylation, deacetylation, and phos-
phorylation (Jaenisch and Bird 2003; Goldberg et al. 2007). In
eukaryotic cells, DNA is wrapped around histone octamers that
contain one dimer each of the core histones H2A, H2B, H3, and
H4, to make up the chromatin material (Felsenfeld and Groudine
2003; Borrelli et al. 2008). Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) work
to relax the DNA/histone complex through the addition of an ace-
tyl group to histone proteins, allowing more access of transcrip-
tion factors to DNA, and therefore increasing gene expression.
Conversely, histone deacetylases (HDACs) work by compressing
the DNA/histone complex, restricting access of transcription fac-
tors to the DNA and consequentially repressing gene expression.

There are 11 known HDACs that are grouped into four clas-
ses—Class I (HDAC1, 2, 3, and 8), Class IIa (HDAC4, 5, 7, 9),
Class IIb (HDAC6, 10), and Class IV HDACs (HDAC11)—accord-
ing to the sequence homology and subcellular localization and
function (Haberland et al. 2009). A separate family of HDACs re-
ferred to as sirtuins make up the Class III HDACs; this class of
HDACs possesses deacetylase activity, however functions in a
mechanism distinct from that of the rest of the HDAC family.
Extensive reviews have been written on sirtuins (Michan and
Sinclair 2007; Finkel et al. 2009) and therefore will not be dis-
cussed here. Class I HDACs are mostly localized to the nucleus
with the exception of HDAC3, which can shuttle out to the cyto-
plasm, with HDAC1, HDAC2, and HDAC3 widely expressed
throughout the brain. Class II HDACs can shuttle out of the nucle-
us to modify nonhistone proteins. Little is known about the Class
IV HDAC, HDAC11, as data have yet to emerge about its role in the

adult brain. Many of the individual HDACs are expressed through-
out the rodent adult CNS with Class I HDACs having the highest
prevalence.

Studies have demonstrated that chromatin remodeling plays
an important role in regulating synaptic plasticity and learning
and memory (Alarcon et al. 2004; Levenson et al. 2004; Vecsey
et al. 2007). The circuitry of the hippocampus has been previously
implicated in regulating memory formation via the CA1–CA3
Schaffer-collateral pathway, a synaptic connection that is involved
in long-term potentiation (LTP) (Malenka and Bear 2004). On a
systems level, a battery of learning and memory behavioral para-
digms including fear conditioning, Morris water maze, object rec-
ognition tasks, and motor coordination tasks are used to assess the
cognitive abilities of rodents and provide preclinical animal mod-
els of diseases associated with memory deficits (Crawley 1999).
These electrophysiological and behavioral approaches have been
used to examine a role for HDACs, both in vitro and in vivo, in con-
tributing to the mechanisms that underlie learning and memory
processes.

Epigenetic mechanisms have also been suggested to underlie
several different psychiatric and neurodevelopmental disorders.
Mutations in human CREB-binding protein (CBP), a well-estab-
lished HAT, were shown early on to result in Rubenstein–Taybi
syndrome, and patients with this diagnosis suffer from severe
learning impairments (Petrij et al. 1995). Moreover, mutations
in human histone deacetylases can also lead to intellectual dis-
abilities. It was recently reported that haploinsufficiency of
HDAC4 results in Brachydactyl mental retardation syndrome, a
debilitating disease encompassing several learning and memory
deficits (Williams et al. 2010). This review will focus on preclinical
data related to histone regulation and its role in learning and
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memory; however, a more detailed list of data from human studies
can be found in a review from Egger et al. (2004).

Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and learning

and memory

In talking about learning and memory processes, it is important to
understand the mechanisms occurring at the level of the synapse.
Synaptic maturation and strengthening can play important roles
in increasing or decreasing synaptic activity. These activity-
dependent changes are widely implicated in underlying the cellu-
lar basis of learning and memory as seen in the processes of long-
term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) (Alkon
and Nelson 1990; Kandel 1997; Malinow and Malenka 2002).
Acetylation is carried out via HATs that function by neutralizing
the tight interaction between DNA and histones, thereby relaxing
the chromatin structure and allowing for access of transcription
factors to bind DNA and carry out gene expression (Grunstein
1997; Guan et al. 2009). The most widely studied HAT in the brain
is p300/CBP, which was originally identified as two separate co-
activators, E1A binding protein (p300) and CREB-binding protein
(CBP). Due to similar structure and function, they are now often
referred to as p300/CBP (Arany et al. 1994; Shiama 1997). Several
studies report that mice with mutations in p300/CBP show defi-
cits in various learning and memory paradigms such as fear con-
ditioning, novel object recognition, and Morris water maze, as
well as impairments in synaptic plasticity. A comprehensive list
of these data can be found in a review by Barrett and Wood
(2008). Later studies showed that these learning and memory def-
icits could be attenuated by blocking deacetylation with pharma-
cological agents targeted at inhibiting HDAC activity. It was found
that impairments in fear conditioning and novel object recogni-
tion caused by mutations in CBP could be rescued using Class I
HDAC inhibitors giving rise to the idea HDACs play an important
role in regulating learning and memory (Alarcon et al. 2004;
Korzus et al. 2004).

In separate work, it was shown that contextual fear condi-
tioning in rats, a paradigm used to assess the early stages of long-
term memory consolidation, was associated with increases in
acetylation of H3 within the CA1 subregion of the hippocampus
(Levenson et al. 2004). The authors hypothesized that elevating
acetylation levels could also lead to enhancements of long-term
memory formation and synaptic plasticity. They showed that
blocking HDAC activity in hippocampal slices with two different
pharmacological inhibitors, trichostatin A (TSA) and sodium
butyrate, resulted in an induction of LTP at Schaffer-collateral syn-
apses. Hippocampal LTP is an important phenomenon that mea-
sures activity-dependent increases in synaptic strength and is
considered a valuable tool in assessing synaptic changes associat-
ed with long-term memory formation (Bliss and Collingridge
1993; Malenka 1994). Other work has expanded on this data
and shown that HDAC inhibitors enhance long-form LTP in a
transcription-dependent manner. A more recent study found
that HDAC inhibitors enhance memory processes by activating
two key genes involved in memory for-
mation, Nr4a1 and Nr4a2 (Vecsey et al.
2007). Both genes code for the immedi-
ate early transcription factors Nurr77
and Nurr1, respectively, are regulated
by the CREB:CBP transcriptional com-
plex, and have been previously impli-
cated in learning enhancements during
a fear-conditioning paradigm (von Hert-
zen and Giese 2005; Colon-Cesario et
al. 2006), demonstrating additional evi-

dence for a role of acetylase activation and specifically p300/
CBP in memory formation. Collectively, these data support the
premise that chromatin modification via histone acetylation
and deacetylation plays a crucial role in regulating learning and
memory processes (Table 1).

Histone deacetylases and synaptic mechanisms

Accumulating data have suggested an important role for Class I
HDACs, most notably HDAC1 and HDAC2, in CNS development
as well as synaptic transmission (Table 2). It was first reported
that deletion of both HDAC1 and HDAC2 in mice during embryo-
genesis results in major abnormalities in hippocampal, cortical,
and cerebellar development, as well as lethality at post-natal day
7 because of triggered apoptosis (Montgomery et al. 2009).
Interestingly, no abnormalities occurred following the deletion
of either HDAC1 or HDAC2 alone, suggesting redundant roles
during neuronal development. In a different study looking at roles
of HDAC1/2 in vitro, it was demonstrated that HDAC1 and
HDAC2 function as a developmental switch that regulates syn-
apse maturation and formation depending on the stage of synapse
development (Akhtar et al. 2009). In immature hippocampal neu-
rons, knockdown of HDAC1 and HDAC2 using the pharmacolog-
ical inhibitor, TSA, results in increased synapse formation and
function. However, in mature hippocampal neurons, knockdown
of HDAC2 leads to a decrease in excitatory synaptic activity with
no effects seen following the deletion of HDAC1. This result is in
agreement with the differential expression patterns of HDAC1
and HDAC2 during development. Both HDAC1 and HDAC2 are
expressed in neural progenitor cells, however, as neuronal matura-
tion occurs HDAC1 expression is mostly limited to glial cells while
HDAC2 becomes highly expressed in mature neurons with little
presence in glia (MacDonald and Roskams 2008).

The aforementioned studies implicate an important role for
Class I HDACs in regulating memory formation. However, most
of this work was carried out with pharmacological agents and
used “pan” HDAC inhibitors, offering no insight into the roles
of individual HDACs. To overcome this caveat of selectivity, sever-
al laboratories have used genetic tools and generated mutant or
conditional knockout mice to examine individual HDAC con-
tributions. Several studies have suggested a role for HDAC1 and
HDAC2 in learning and memory behaviors. A notable study dem-
onstrated that an embryonic deletion of HDAC2 leads to improve-
ments in different types of learning and memory (Guan et al.
2009). Mice lacking HDAC2 perform better in a fear-conditioning
paradigm and freeze less, as well as show enhancements in LTP.
However, a deletion of HDAC1 had no overt phenotypes, sug-
gesting HDAC2 modulates these changes in memory formation.
Moreover, overexpression of HDAC2 leads to impairments in
fear memory as well as spatial memory as assessed in the Morris
water maze, providing first evidence that HDAC2 plays a crucial
role in multiple cognitive tasks. More recent work has looked at
a post-natal role for HDAC1 and HDAC2 and yielded similar re-
sults. A forebrain-specific conditional knockout of HDAC2 ac-
celerated extinction learning in the fear-conditioning paradigm

Table 1. Histone acetyltransferases (HATs) and learning and memory

Modification Learning and memory change References

Mutations in p300/CBP Impaired fear conditioning, novel object
recognition, Morris water maze

Barrett and Wood
(2008)

Rescue of p300/CBP
mutations

Rescues impairments in learning and memory Alarcon et al. (2004);
Korzus et al. (2004)

� Acetylation of H3 in CA1 Enhanced contextual fear conditioning Levenson et al. (2004)
� H3 and H4 in HC Enhanced LTP Levenson et al. (2004)

HDACs and learning and memory
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and resulted in learning enhancements specifically in associative
learning tasks (Morris et al. 2013), providing further support for
HDAC2 as a potential target in alleviating learning and memory
deficits. Another Class I HDAC, HDAC3 has also been demonstrat-
ed as a negative regulator of learning and memory. Mice with a
deletion of HDAC3 in the CA1 subregion of the hippocampus dis-
played improvements in long-term memory when tested in an ob-
ject recognition task (McQuown et al. 2011).

Less is known about the roles of Class II HDACs. Mice with a
forebrain-specific deletion of HDAC4 display learning impair-
ments, perform poorly in the Morris water maze, and have deficits
in LTP (Kim et al. 2012), contrary to what has been shown with
Class I HDAC inhibition. No overt phenotypes were found
when deleting HDAC5, suggesting varying roles for the individual
HDACs in regulating learning processes and synaptic plasticity. A
recent study examining a role for HDACs in the regulation of fear
memories in animal models of traumatic memories found that an
intraperitoneal (IP) injection of the HDAC2-specific inhibitor, CI-
994, during reconsolidation of the fear-conditioning paradigm,
could attenuate remote fear responses (Graff et al. 2014). They
also concluded that the mechanism was likely through increased
neuroplasticity within the hippocampus during memory extinc-
tion as animals treated with the CI-994 compound had enhanced
LTP. Other individual HDACs such as HDAC6 and HDAC7 may
function indirectly in regulating memory formation, but current-
ly there is not enough data to establish specific roles for these
HDACs in the adult brain or their contribution to learning and
memory processes (Fischer et al. 2010).

HDAC inhibitors as therapies

for neurodegenerative diseases

The data above provide strong support for HDAC inhibitors as
potential therapeutic tools in the treatment of neurodegenerative
disorders associated with learning and memory deficits, such as
Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, and Parkinson’s disease. Indeed, an
accumulating number of studies have provided evidence in agree-
ment with this hypothesis using preclinical mouse models of these
disorders. One of the first drugs discov-
ered to inhibit histone deacetylase activi-
ty was valproic acid (VPA), originally used
in clinical settings as an anticonvulsant
and mood stabilizer (Tunnicliff 1999;
Johannessen 2000; Phiel et al. 2001).
LaterworkrevealedthatVPAcanenhance
long-term memory and, more specifi-
cally, strengthen acquisition, extinction,
and reconsolidation of conditioned
fear memories (Bredy and Barad 2008).
Moreover, VPA has been demonstrated
to enhance learning in various mouse

models of Alzheimer’s disease: APPswe/
PS1dE9 double-transgenic mice, which
have impairments in contextual memory
beginning at 6 mo of age, benefit from
chronic intraperitoneal (IP) injections of
VPA (Kilgore et al. 2010), while newly
consolidated memories are stable for a
period of 2 wk following VPA injections
as assessed by the fear-conditioning
paradigm. A separate study linked VPA
to having neuroprotective properties in
a different Alzheimer’s model, APP23
transgenic mice. IP injections of VPA led
to a robust decrease in amyloid b-plaque

number and ameliorated the learning and memory impairments
characteristic to these mice (Qing et al. 2008). It is important to
note, however, that VPA acts as a nonselective HDAC inhibitor,
has other mechanisms of action such as targeting the GABAergic
system, and can have adverse side effects in clinical patients, mak-
ing it less than ideal as a therapeutic tool. However, the findings
from these in vivo studies have further highlighted a role for
HDAC inhibitors as potential targets in the treatment of neurode-
generative disease.

Two other well-known HDAC inhibitors, TSA and suberanilo-
hydroxamicacid(SAHA),havemoreselectiveHDACactionagainst
Class I and Class II HDACs, with SAHA recently shown to have
higher potency in inhibiting Class I over Class II HDACs (Kilgore
et al. 2010). R6/2 mice, a model of Huntington’s disease, mimic
symptoms of the disease including deficits in learning and
memory as well as motor coordination (Hockly et al. 2002).
Intraperitoneal injections of SAHA resulted in increased acetyla-
tion of histones H2B and H4 in the brain of R6/2 mice, and SAHA
dramatically improved motor coordination when administered
orally into drinking water (Hockly et al. 2003). Additional work
has described similar findings in Parkinson’s mouse models in
which MPP+-induced dopaminergic cell death can be prevented
with treatment with SAHA or TSA, suggesting a neuroprotective
role for HDAC inhibitors (Wu et al. 2008). These data provide fur-
ther support for the potential of HDAC inhibitors as beneficial
therapeutics to treat patients suffering from neurodegenerative
disease (Table 3), yet highlight the need for HDAC-selective com-
pounds as there could be unwanted off-target effects.

Concluding remarks

A growing body of work suggests that epigenetic processes, name-
ly histone acetylation and histone deacetylation, play a critical
role in the regulation of learning and memory. The studies out-
lined above provide a strong link between inhibition of HDAC
function and enhancements in various forms of memory and
synaptic plasticity. While pharmacological studies have started
to provide valuable information in our understanding of the

Table 3. HDAC inhibitors as therapies for neurodegenerative diseases

Drug Effect References

SAHA Improves motor coordination in R6/2 Huntington’s mouse
model

Hockly et al. (2003)

Ameliorates MPP+ toxicity in Parkinson’s mouse model Wu et al. (2008)
Valproic acid Enhanced long-term memory and reconsolidation of fear

memory
Bredy and Barad

(2008)
Enhanced fear conditioning in mouse model of Alzheimer’s

disease (APPsew/PS1dE9 mice)
Kilgore et al. (2010)

Neuroprotective effects and enhanced learning in APP23
Alzheimer’s mouse model

Qing et al. (2008)

Table 2. Histone deacetylases (HDACs) and learning and memory

Modification Effect References

In vitro deletion of
HDAC1 and HDAC2

Immature neurons—� synapse formation
mature neurons—no change

Akhtar et al. (2009)

Embryonic deletion of
HDAC2 in vivo

Enhanced LTP and fear conditioning Guan et al. (2009)

Overexpression of
HDAC2

Impairments in fear conditioning and Morris
water maze

Guan et al. (2009)

Post-natal deletion of
HDAC2 in vivo

Accelerated extinction in fear conditioning,
enhanced associative learning, enhanced LTP

Morris et al. (2013)

In vivo deletion of
HDAC3 in CA1

Enhanced long-term memory in object
recognition task

McQuown et al. (2011)

HDACs and learning and memory
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differing roles of distinct classes of HDACs in these processes, less
insight has been gained with regard to individual HDAC contri-
butions. Conversely, studies from mutant and conditional knock-
out mice have uncovered unique roles for individual HDACs,
and future studies looking at single deletions of other Class I
HDACs in mutant mice could be helpful as those genetic models
become available. Another interesting avenue to pursue would
be more brain-region-specific deletions of individual HDACs.
For example, the amygdala is known to be involved in the circuit-
ry underlying fear memory, however, it is unknown whether a
selective loss of individual HDACs in the amygdala would reca-
pitulate the learning and memory enhancements seen in condi-
tional knockouts.

Data from both in vitro and in vivo studies implicate HDAC2
as the most promising target in regulating learning and memory
behavior. Because of this, much attention has been focused on
synthesizing HDAC2-selective compounds as therapeutic tools
in treating learning and memory impairments related to neurode-
generative disease. It is important to note, however, that HDAC1
and HDAC2 share 85% sequence identity (Grozinger and Schrei-
ber 2002; Montgomery et al. 2007), making it difficult to develop
HDAC2-specific inhibitors (Graff and Tsai 2013) without im-
pacting HDAC1 function. Nevertheless, there is much interest
and enthusiasm in the development of HDAC inhibitors for the
treatment of psychiatric and neurological disorders, with increas-
ing focus on trying to achieve selective targeting of individual
HDACS to avoid issues of selectivity and potential adverse side
effects.
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